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IBb

– Inside Berks Business (iBb) provides an opportunity for educators and 
businesses to work together to enrich their knowledge of job and personal 
skills, current business practices, modern technologies being used, as well as 
increasing the awareness of the need for career preparation.

– 5-day summer learning experience for educators which includes: 

– Pre-internship meeting

– Business orientation

– Workplace experience

– Seminar



Berks Nature Overview
– Mission Statement:  Nature is essential to our quality of life.
– As a 501(c)(3) non-profit conservation organization, Berks Nature has been 

serving the Berks County community since 1974.
– Berks Nature gets its revenue from memberships, donations, and grants.  

They are always looking for ways to do more such as renting out one of their 
meeting rooms and having birthday parties.  Eco-camps are extremely 
popular and continue to max out their space each week.

– Land preservation, water protection, trail management, 
community gardens, education programs, State of the 
Environment, Eco-Camp and our valued partnerships are at the 
center of Berks Nature’s work every day.   
https://berksnature.org/

– Berks Nature is proud to call The Nature Place a LEED Gold-certified building. 
LEED-certified buildings are resource efficient, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and 
use less water and energy.

https://berksnature.org/


Berks Nature Overview continued
– They have permanently preserved over 7,500 acres through conservation 

easements, acquisitions, and transfers; and have facilitated the protection of an 
additional 1300 acres in Berks County.  

– Currently, they have nine full time staff members that are governed by a Board of 
Directors (26 members that represent the interests of the community) and hire 
seasonal employees which nearly triples their staff to help support their 
educational activities such as camps, preschool programs, field trips, and other 
activities that  are held at the Nature Place.  There are also unpaid volunteers.

– For the past ten years Berks Nature has been addressing our water resources and 
gaining support for the restoration and protection of these resources.  Their 
partnerships across the region in developing and implementing watershed 
management plans received statewide recognition.    

– Berks Nature currently has 1000 members and membership continues to grow. 



My experience at 
Berks Nature
– Day 1 (6/18): Spent the day 

with the Education Specialist 
Michael Griffith and a field 
trip that was visiting from a 
Day Care center in the area 
with about 30 students.

– Classroom watershed 
activity

– Stream invertebrate 
study

– Globe teacher 
program/app



My experience at Berks Nature 

– Day 2 (6/19): Spent the majority of the day with the President of the organization Kim Murphy

– Kim reviewed how their non-profit organization runs and their general company overview.  
She even discussed her greatest areas of concern and the challenges of a growing company 
that has limited space and resources.

– Kim invited me to sit in an Executive Council Meeting that meets every other month

– The end of the day I spent with the Community Relations Team (Vice President Tami Shimp, 
Becca Sansom, Dawn McDonough).  

– Tami reviewed their roles, the major needs of a non-profit organization, memberships, 
donations, Woodland Society (people leave money in their will to Berks Nature), bi-annual 
newsletters, camp reminders, preschool programs, field trips, building relationships with 
farmers, Best Management Practices (BMPs), and grants. 



My experience with 
Berks Nature

– Day 3: Outdoor Teaching Day with Dave Renninger and 
Camp staff
– Camp is grouped from K-4 and 5-8 and today they took a 

field trip to the Lehigh Valley Zoo.  There was about 10 
camp counselors which were responsible for 5 children 
each.  

– The counselors took the children around the zoo and 
reviewed facts about the animals from the signs that 
were posted near each animal exhibit.  

– It was great to see how the Camp staff interacted with 
the children to connect them with nature while on a 
camp trip.



My experience at Berks 
Nature
– Day 4: Visited several easements in the Boyertown Area with the Land Protection 

Specialist Sarah Chudnovsky.

– Sarah took me to a farm in desperate need of BMPs due to cows being able to walk 
through the streams, rusting farm equipment and a burn pile too close to the water 
supply, cows walking through a completely saturated pasture that has known 
underground springs making it a wetland, along with many other observations.    It 
was frustrating to see this because the property owner can’t afford to do all of the 
necessary BMPs without some help with funding.

– The second site was a change of ownership and Sarah wanted to check in on the 96 
acre property after several attempts to try to contact the new owner.  This property 
is at the top of the Oley Hills and Berks Nature wants to make sure that the new 
owner is aware of the partnership they have with this property.

– The third site we went to was a 10 acre property on top of the Trout Run 
Watershed.  It’s a small easement compared to the 96 acres, but because it is near 
the water dam and is on top of the mountain it is an ideal property to have for the 
conservation piece.



My experience at Berks Nature

– Day 4 continued: After the morning with Sarah, I met with Tami again to debrief 
about the week.  There’s truly a lot going on in this remarkable organization 
with only a small full time crew, dedicated volunteers, camp counselors, and a 
few other seasonal employees.



Skill Requirements of New 
Hires
– College graduate or experience in their field

– Special requirements for preschool

– Requirements are very job dependent

– Varies based on experience

– College degree

– Entry level

– Seasonal



Salary Ranges/Benefits

– Full Time Employees
– 100% healthcare and can purchase dental, vision, and retirement

– Vacation time starts at 2 weeks and then is based on time invested in the organization (12-
15 days paid for holidays)

– They do receive personal and sick time which are unpaid currently, but looking into PTO

– Education Specialist: $40,000 to $60,000

– Marketing and Communications: $35,000 to $45,000

– Sr. Ecologist: $45,000 to $65,000

– Vice President: $60,000 to $90,000

– CEO/President: $65,000 to $120,000



Salary Range/Benefits

– Volunteer

– Seasonal

– 3 Lead Teachers $15/hour

– College students $10/hour

– High School students are usually given some 

– Some paid to help out with camps

– In the early spring, application for Intern process/Ambassadors



Berks Nature’s Greatest Assets

– Location

– Angelica Park (100 acres with Wetland trails and Angelica Creek runs through it)

– Accessibility and Environment

– Staff

– Committed

– Passionate about the ‘Mission’

– Work Ethic

– Friendly/Personable



Technology at Berks Nature

– CEO makes sure that everyone has a laptop or desktop and a phone

– GIS for mapping 

– Document management, categorizing and file sharing is a high priority area that Berks Nature 
is trying to make more efficient

– Looking into drone impact on easements

– Social Media accounts: Facebook, Instagram, Twitter

– E-news once a week

– Newsletter twice a year

– Eco-school and Globe website/app

– Partners with NASA, NWF, DEP, NSF

– Based on real data that citizens from communities and schools



Berks Nature’s Greatest 
Challenge
– GROWTH

– Land is a problem.

– Good problem to have but they have limited room to make more space for classrooms or 
office space

– Looking into a possible outside pavilion to use during inclement weather

– STAFFING
– Need at least 3 new positions

– Making sure to keep the staff motivated and keep them from burning out



Skills needed to be successful at 
Berks Nature
– Writing (being able to proofread emails, checking for typos, grammar, etc.)

– Flexibility

– Pride in their work (Good work ethic)

– Ability to work independently

– Critical thinking/problem solving

– Courteous/acknowledgment



New Developments

– Flying drones over easements to monitor them

– Adding positions to help sustain morale

– Outdoor classroom for inclement weather days

– Nature Rx survey

– Determine outdoor time /recess for children

– Children/adults for physical and mental well being



Summer of Project Abstract #1
Name: Donna Laskosky

– Title: Understanding Stormwater

– Subject: Earth/Environmental

– Grade Level: 8th
– PA Academic Standards Addressed: 

– 4.2.8.A  Describe factors that affect the quality of ground and surface waters

– 4.2.10.A.   Examine the interactions between abiotic and biotic factors within a 
watershed. • Describe how topography influences the flow of water in a 
watershed. • Describe how vegetation affects water runoff. • Investigate and 
analyze the effects of land use on the quality of water in a watershed. 

– 4.5.8.C Describe how humans can reduce pollution

– 13.2.8.E Explain, in the career acquisition process, the importance of the 
essential workplace skills/knowledge, such as, but not limited to:

– Commitment

– Communication

– Time management

– Team building

– Technical literacy

13.3.8 C Explain and demonstrate conflict resolution skills:
Constructive criticism
Group dynamics
Managing/Leadership
Mediation
Negotiation
Problem Solving

13.3.8 E Identify and apply time management strategies as they relate to
both personal and work situations.

Overview: Students will understand the effect of different sources of pollution from the 
land and the  impact on water quality.  The water cycle will be reviewed and an enviro 
scape 3D model will help to reinforce this concept. Instead of telling students ways to 
decrease pollution and preserve natural resources, they can be asked as a class to 
discuss methods, or challenged to determine their own ways to accomplish better 
stewardship of their community. Students can develop posters, present their research 
findings as an oral or written report.



Summer of Project Abstract #2
Name: Donna Laskosky
– Title: Water Distribution and Consumption (https://ecosystems.psu.edu/youth/sftrc/lesson-plans/water/6-8/earth)

– Subject: Earth/Environmental

– Grade Level: 8

– PA Academic Standards Addressed:
– 4.5.8.A. Explain how Best Management Practices (BMP) can be used to mitigate environmental problems.

– 13.3.8.A Determine attitudes and work habits that support career retention and advancement.

– 13.3.8.B Analyze the role of each participant’s contribution in a team setting.

– 13.3.8.C Explain and demonstrate conflict resolution skills: 

– Constructive criticism, Group dynamics, Managing/leadership, mediation, negotiation, problem solving.

Students will gain a visual perspective on global water distribution and average U.S. water consumption and the 
limited supply of fresh water that exists on the earth.  They will examine the need for not polluting and conserving 
our fresh water supply. Groups of students will work together throughout the activity to brainstorm, problem solve, 
and investigate solutions that they will share by creating a slide show or video to present to the class with their 
responses.

https://ecosystems.psu.edu/youth/sftrc/lesson-plans/water/6-8/earth

